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Introduction
Most sectors requiring a relatively high upfront investment have started off
as public, often military funded projects. A typical example is the
development of the commercial aeronautical sector with some similarities
but also important differences compared to the space sector. Starting with
early flights in 1897 performed by Clement Adler (but kept secret due to
military financing) the first flights that can be considered as a milestone in
aviation took place in Kitty Hawk on 17 December 1903 by the Wright
Brothers, also under a military contract, this time under the auspices of the
US Signal Corps.
The First World War no doubt boosted the development of aircraft
considerably under war conditions, reaching, for example, productions of
more than 1000 DH-4 aircraft monthly in USA alone, with plans to double
1
this production rate after 1918 [p.125 a.f.]. The availability of this large
surplus of aircraft, trained pilots and airports from 1919 onwards led to the
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birth of the first commercial passenger flights. It is interesting to note that
the first regular service offered by the Farman Company between Paris and
London, starting as early as 1919, proved not to be financially viable due to
high ticket prices. Government support was subsequently provided for such
routes from 1920 onwards and commercial passenger flights took off with,
among others, the then reputed Franco-Romaine Group with London-ParisConstantinople routes.
So even if we can note a number of interesting parallels, there are
also a number of considerable differences between ‘airflight’ and
2
spaceflight developments:
Difference in timeline
If we consider the evolution in technological know-how it is rather
remarkable that it took only 15 years between the first experimental
aircrafts and a commercial passenger service. With the first human
spaceflight in 1961, it took until 2001 (more than 40 years) before the
first paying passenger, Dennis Tito, could participate in a
1
spaceflight.
Government support
Most analysts agree that the birth of commercial air traffic would not
have taken place without considerable PPP (Public-PrivatePartnership) type governmental support. Besides some isolated
attempts, such as the US-DOD supported DC-X development and
minor ESA and NASA technology development contracts, the same
impetus has not taken place in the space era.
Customer orientation
The aforementioned Farman Company fitted the interior of its F60
Goliath planes in accordance with tourist requirements. As one can
see, the example from Figure 1, the (five) front seat passengers in
particular had an excellent and undisturbed view. Similar customer
considerations have only been recently introduced in commercial
space tourism projects.
These differences continue to exist strongly in early publications on
Space Commercialization. Most publications describe in great detail the
technical aspects of present space projects and try to deduce from this the
utilization possibilities for a commercial public; market demand is rarely
taken as a starting point.

1

The Japanese journalist Toyohiro Akiyama spent one week on board of MIR
in 1990, but as this flight was sponsored by Tokyo Broadcasting Service
(TBS) he was not a paying passenger, contrary to D. Tito.
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Figure 1
Model of Farman F60 passenger plane (1919)
Source: Musée de l’Air, Le Bourget

Classics in this field, such Goodrich’s The Commercialisation of Outer
Space provide very visionary application examples, but most of the
perceived obstacles are dealing with ‘how to do business with the
government,’ describing in detail aspects such as space law and space
insurance, all based upon governmental space transportation systems.
Later on, the need to apply open market competition principles, in
4
particular marketing, has been emphasized. This has led to an approach
whereby the interaction between politics, economics and technology (the
typical tension according to the classical works of Thomas Kuhn) were put
in a more balanced concept.
The relatively long lead-time to develop space technologies
remained, and still remains, a major obstacle for companies seeking
funding in a market that wants to see a positive Net Present Value in four to
five years. It makes it difficult to find Venture Capital interested in general
and virtually limits early funding possibilities to Business Angels.
More recent works acknowledge the reality that there needs to be a
close interaction with government funding and political decisions.
Nevertheless, there is a trend to have a more open approach towards space
commercialization, which has been strongly fuelled by the opening of
international markets after the geopolitical changes that took place at the
end of the 20th century. An example of this openness can be found in more
recent works on Space commercialization such as the works from
5
Handberg.
Authors are not only pleading for adapting the vested principles
evolving from the Outer Space Treaty or based upon ‘Guardian’ principles
such as export control, but highlight the existence of a New Space
Economy which is developing independently, even if the political
3
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environment is still an important factor which cannot be neglected.
Admittedly this is the case for any commercial product, but we have to
acknowledge the fact that it is certainly more stringent for an arena such as
space with a strong strategic component.
This leads us to think one step further and look at how the commercial
opportunities for the New Space Economy can be further developed.
Hereafter the obvious discussion on changing the regulatory framework
will not be discussed (see other contributions on this in this book) but we
will emphasize:
1.
2.
3.

Changes needed in the company culture of space companies
The resulting new workforce needs
The need for developing new markets

Changes in Space Company Culture
A strongly underestimated factor, in the space arena in particular, is the fact
that due to a long-standing tradition of working for government and
military projects, many of the vested companies have a deeply rooted
business culture adapted to that particular environment.
A number of privatizations over the last few years have highlighted
these points whereby employees working under a governmental type of
business had to change attitudes at relatively short notice. A notable
example of this is Intelsat, which changed between 1998 and 2003 from an
IGO (Intergovernmental Organization) to a private company and was
acquired by a Private Equity Investor. Each of these changes was
accompanied by reorganizations and changes in assignments as well as
labor contracts. As an Intelsat executive expressed it as:
“Our engineers had to change from focus on process (the best
satellites we can build) to focus on product and delivery (the best
satellite we can build quickly for a given price).”
It is probable that a change in methodology or approach was a factor
in addition to the formal aspect of such a change.
The space sector was strongly technology driven and therefore also
had a strong tendency to technical perfection, including the building in of
high redundancies. This effect results from a number of elements inherent
6
to the non-profit sector that is often categorized as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dominance of
Constraints on
Importance of
Lack of profit

professionals
goals and strategies
political influences
measure for allocation of resources
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Unfortunately the authors conclude that this often has led, and is still
leading, to a tradition of inadequate management controls. The lack of
profit measure shall not be underestimated as it deprives the non-profit
sector from a very efficient benchmark: measuring profit per unit or cost
center. More and more recent managers from non-profit space
organizations have therefore introduced other Key Performance Indicators
(KPI), being aware that taxpayer’s money is involved.
This is well
reflected in the statement of Dan Goldin when becoming NASA
administrator:
If you cannot measure it, you cannot manage it.
As discussed earlier, we can also bring this in context with two
different approaches that are often labeled as Guardians and Merchants.
7
The two different cultures are synoptically described as shown in Table 1.
Merchants
Shun Force
Come to voluntary
agreements
Compete
Use initiative and enterprise
Collaborate easily with others
Are efficient and industrious

Guardians
Shun trading
Are obedient and disciplined
Are loyal
Adhere to tradition
Respect hierarchy
Are exclusive

Table 1
Tension between a commercial and protective policy environment
7

The aforementioned work is developing these differences in a policy
context, as it strongly reflects the tension between an open, outgoing
approach with a minimum of regulations compared to a more conservative
approach with export and other control mechanisms. However, besides the
policy issue, a similar distinction can be made between the more market4
oriented part of an organization and the technology part of it, as per table 2
[p. 162].
We clearly need to acknowledge that this tension also exists in any
major commercial cooperation, as expressed in the wish for better
interdepartmental cooperation shown in Table 2.
The numerous problems with early software versions and recalls
from car manufacturers these days clearly show that the optimum is also
not reached in other sectors, but the space sector is suffering more due to its
historical background.
Most of the companies have inherited the characteristics of the nonprofit sector, either as they originally belonged to that sector or they were
mainly dealing with that sector and adapted to it. In relation to Tables 1
and 2 there is therefore a strong predominant Guardian and technology
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overemphasis, also due to the dominance of technological professionals in
management positions.
I have a DREAM:
Development by Research, Engineering And Marketing.
Marketing Department
Concentrate on product
development
Freeze design as fast as
possible
Accelerate Time-to-Market
Rapid Ramp-up (production)
Enhance customer
acceptance
Keep Proprietary rights

Technology Department
Concentrate on research
Keep options open
Do extensive pre-testing
First start a pilot plant
Emphasize technical
performance
Publish results

Table 2
Tension between marketing and technology interests.

New space workforce needs
The issue of demography and the ageing space workforce has been
addressed in many publications and workshops, such as the Space Policy
9
Summit at the World Space Congress in 2002. It shall be noted here that
the situation in Europe proved to be a little less alarming, as shown in a
10
study performed by the European Science Foundation (ESF). Evidently
the more regulated retirement schemes in Europe are one of the main
reasons for this difference, combined with the relatively younger existence
of the European space sector.
This ageing effect conversely allows the more commercial oriented
space companies to renew the skill set of their workforce. It was therefore a
11
surprise that in a recent survey in Europe nearly 50% of the space
companies reported problems recruiting staff with the required skills.
A detailed analysis showed two different categories of recruitment
issues. As far as ‘hard skills’ are concerned, the results of the survey show
the different pattern of multidisciplinary backgrounds that are preferred in
the present space sector, as shown in Figure 2.
From this figure we note that the space sector in the first place is still
looking for specialized engineers, but is also searching increasingly to find
engineers and scientists with business management skills.
It is noted that young graduates have sensed this trend and in general
are more inclined to obtain multiple degrees in order to position themselves
better in the recruitment process.
In particular in countries that have
adapted the concept of the BMD system (Bologna Agreements), more
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students feel the need to obtain differentiating Master degrees rather than
seeking jobs after obtaining 3-year Bachelor degrees.

- Engineering
- Engineering /
Business &
Management
- Engineering /
Sciences / Business
& Management

Figure 2
11
Educational background sought in the European space industry.

Similarly, for the existent workforce, this has led to the creation of a
number of executive type programs on request of the space sector, such as
12
the newly introduced Executive MBA (EMBA) in ISU. These programs
are geared towards providing mid-career space professionals with technical
backgrounds while also providing them with necessary business
knowledge.
Probably even more important is the concept of the ‘soft skills,’ the
space sector seeks. From the same survey the sector validated these skills
as per Figure 3.
Soft skills are related to personality traits and characteristics and
therefore depend on the level of personal and social intelligence. Evidently,
they are much harder to measure and quantify compared to the
aforementioned hard skills.
We can clearly deduce from Figure 4 that the most appreciated soft
skills for the future workforce are mentioned or assumed to be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Analytical / conceptual thinking
Communication
Creativity
Motivation
Teamwork
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Figure 3
11
Ranking of the soft skills in function of frequency mentioned.

One of the important issues is the fact that many of these skills are
either ignored or only partially covered by classical education curricula.
However, communication skills are very apparent at interviews. (If a
candidate is not able to ‘sell’ himself, what is the level of confidence that
he will be able to ‘sell’ the company image or products to the outside
world?)
A last point of interest from the survey was the need for future
specialists per specific area. This need is reflected in Figure 4.

Figure 4
11
Space application skills required in future recruitment.
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Some sectors are evidently not a surprise due to their present
commercial success (such as communication and navigation) but there is
also a rather high demand for specialists in the field of ground
infrastructure. This, again, is an area which is in general less covered in
traditional space education curricula, even if, as will be described later,
there is a much higher market prospect in ground based value added
services than in the space segment itself.

Developing new markets
Developing new markets without obvious benchmarking is difficult. In the
space sector we can compare 4 different forecasts from different sources
covering the last 3 decades. Space based telecommunication was virtually
the only area which was correctly predicted (and therefore does not appear
anymore in later forecasts) whereas some areas, such as space tourism, are
still in a stage of infancy. Solar power and mining, on Mars, the Moon or
other celestial bodies have not yet found the right impulse whereas some
other areas have completely disappeared. A good example of the latter
category is the idea to dispose of nuclear waste in space, which has luckily
completely disappeared after an increased awareness of sustainable
development.
1979
Communication
Nuclear Waste
Disposal
Manufacturing
in Space
Space Based
Solar Power

1991
Suborbital
Transport
Space
Tourism
Solar Power

1999
Mars
Exploration
Moon
Exploration
Solar Power

Manufacturing
in Space
Mining

Space
Tourism

Colonization

1999
Space
Tourism
Solar Power
Tele-operated
Satellite
Repair
Industrial
Platforms
Asteroid
Mining
Lunar & Mars

Table 3
Forecasts of commercial markets over time4 [p.11].

The famous physicist Niels Bohr was therefore rather correct when
he stated:
Prediction is very difficult, especially if it's about the future.
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Based upon an analysis using expert groups, OECD has performed a
13
series of space market studies and has identified a number of markets
which were less obvious some years ago but can become gradually more
realistic, namely:

In the field of Telecommunications
Telehealth
This area will benefit from the ageing of population, where people
will be in a position to travel when they are older but will want to be
medically supervised when traveling in remote areas. This will require
regular, possibly remotely controlled, interventions (e.g., insulin pumps).
Entertainment
There are still many possibilities in this area both from a quality point
of view as well as from a comfort point of view. Interactive systems via
TV, allowing people to choose movies on demand, are one of the many
possibilities under examination.

In the field of Earth Observation
Fire monitoring
With the effects of climate change many areas are sensitive to
increased temperatures and are under risk of considerable and devastating
fires (e.g., California in 2009). Earlier detection can result in very
considerable savings in this field.
Urban planning risk assessment
Many areas are exposed to higher flooding and other risks, which can
be better assessed from space by long-term observations. Also here, better
planning can decrease remedial costs.

In the field of Navigation
Road user charging
We can easily relate this aspect to an increased awareness of carbon
cycle issues. Better tracking of individual road users will improve the
relation and fairness between the costs associated with this versus the direct
originators of these costs.
Car/truck navigation
Even if many proposals are made there is no direct solution to
eliminate transport in the vicinity of and inside towns. What can be done
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with better navigation systems is to reduce the number of kilometers
covered and reduce the number of traffic jams. This will not only reduce
cost but certainly also pollution.

In the field of Space Travel
Suborbital space travel
Whereas we immediately think in this context of space tourism, there
are logic commercial markets that can evolve from this. The first one is
evidently point-to-point (P2P) suborbital travel, where we can already start
considering Concorde-like business models, as well as the transport of very
time-sensitive cargo (e.g., organs for transplants).
Orbital space travel
Suborbital space tourism will be limited in microgravity exposure
and therefore will be restrained as a niche market. Even if it offers more
challenges, adventure tourism products will stimulate this market.
In previous forecasts it has been noted that some of these proposed
fields will not fully develop, knowledge of space capabilities has evolved
in a way that aforementioned areas now seem feasible.
As shown previously in terms of workforce demand, space based
infrastructure, admittedly technologically the most noble, is by far not the
only market that will be considered. Indeed, some 30% of the space
sector’s activities are highly visible (human spaceflight, civil and military
projects) and catch the majority of the attention from the media. The
largest activity, commercial systems and services, remains unknown to the
14
general public. For example, based upon the 2008 Euroconsult figures,
telecommunications services are estimated to be more than one order of
magnitude bigger ($73B) than the space segment of the telecommunication
market ($6.3B).
One of the major problems in space commercialization has been
overemphasis on new products, with less emphasis on the other marketing
elements like price, promotion and physical distribution. This stems from
the space heritage described before inherent to a nonprofit way of thinking,
with a dominance of technical leadership.
The New Space economy will need to get used to thinking in terms of
attainable markets rather than in terms of total markets (a typical mistake in
many business plans).
The Total Available Market (TAM) is the starting point of each
qualitative analysis, and takes into account latent demand. However, due
to economic and demographic reasons only a part of this market can be
addressed, sometimes only a small fraction. We call this the Addressable
Market.
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In this Addressable Market, each company can achieve a market
share, due to competition (we are excluding here monopolistic or
oligopolistic markets), which is the Achievable Market.
In other words
Achievable Market = S1.S2.TAM
Whereby:
S1 = the share of the market that can be addressed due to economic
or demographic constraints,
S2 = the market share, taking into account competition.
TAM = the Total Available Market
The Achievable Market is therefore in general a much smaller
portion of the TAM than many assume, as the first reduction factor (S1) is
often ignored.
This is becoming more and more important in view of the more
global economy than decades ago. Nevertheless, most companies cannot
permit themselves to be present globally and therefore need to make a
choice which geographical market they wish to penetrate. One of the
aspects that should be considered here is the need to forecast new potential
geographical markets.
With fierce competition in western countries, many companies are
seeking expansion in the direction of the so-called BRIC countries. BRIC
stands for Brazil, Russia, India and China, these countries are often
grouped, as it is not clear which of them will have the fastest growth, but
surely they are fast growing as a group.
15
Research teams have identified a new series of countries as the next
group of emerging countries, namely (in alphabetic order) Bangladesh,
Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Korea, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, the Philippines,
Turkey and Vietnam. This group of countries is labeled as the N-11 (Next
11).
The selection of this group was made on the basis of present
performance and Growth Environment Scores (GES), based upon
measurable parameters, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Macroeconomic stability (inflation, governmental deficit,
external debt)
Macroeconomic conditions (investment rates, trade openness)
Human Capital (education, demography)
Political environment (political stability, rule of law, corruption)
Technology level (penetration of telephones, internet and PCs)
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From these 13 parameters a score is calculated which led to the group
of aforementioned 11 countries. Note that leading this group, in order of
ranking scores are Korea, Mexico and Vietnam.
Some extrapolations show that for 2050
1.
2.
3.

16

[p. 134]:

The N-11 aggregate GDP could reach 2/3rd the size of the G7 by
2050.
The shift driving the rising BRIC countries could at the same
time shift economic trading towards Asia and therefore
additionally stimulate some of the N-11 countries in the region.
Incremental new demand from the N-11 could conceivably be
twice the G7 demand by 2050.

In terms of space activities the N-11 expected growth after 2040 may
lead to a share of these countries reaching the 10% space market range
even before 2050.
Many analysts have started to work in this direction and early
evaluations are being made on how to explore cooperation not only with
17
the BRIC countries but also with these new emerging N-11 partners.
Many of the space programs in some of these countries were less visible
until first launches and satellites became publicly known. This is in
particular the case for the ambitious space programs of Iran and North
18
Korea, which are now gradually being unveiled.

Borders of the New Space Economy
Early in this article it was stated that one of the important aspects of space
projects is often large initial investments and resulting long payback times.
It is often rather difficult to find large amounts of money, in particular at a
stage before the equity break-even point is reached.
Debt financing in the aftermath of the financial crisis is quasi
impossible for projects outside the vested space application areas like
telecommunications and possibly some early navigation applications. There
is no doubt that with the increased risk-aversion over the last few years this
situation will not improve, as was discussed at a workshop at The
19
International Institute for Space Commerce (IISC).
Besides the purely financial aspects we shall not forget another
important aspect of space, namely the scientific and social dimension.
Many space projects do not have a direct economic return but are
very important for humanity in general. Most of these are only made
possible with government support and, in particular in the present period of
increasing climate driven disasters, are saving thousands of lives.
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Just to quote some examples20
1.

2.

In 2008, 214 million people were affected by natural disasters,
with 235,000 casualties and a cost close to $200B. Without good
space based meteorological forecasts and effective disaster
management the number of casualties would have been
considerably higher.
The international Cospar Sarsat system provides distress alerts
and location data to help search and rescue authorities assist
persons in distress. Since the beginning of its operation in
September 1982 the system provided alerts leading to the rescue
of almost 30,000 persons.

It is interesting to note that at the moment when early privatization
plans were announced many authors have pointed out that even in the
commercial telecommunication sector there should be room for making
resources available in case of a disaster on a priority basis. Early warnings
were voiced before the privatization plans of Intelsat and Inmarsat took
21
place and the mechanisms to make such resources available have been
discussed in many studies, discussing also the expansion of the present
22
International Charter on Space and Major Disasters.
Recent works on space and commerce are paying increasingly
attention to this synergy, whereby the space technologies and space
applications are used as a starting point but peripheral areas such as social,
philosophical and even artistic aspects are no longer ignored and clearly
23
emphasized.
It is therefore evident that there is no reason to see public funded
space activities and commercial space as competitors. Let us think for
example about questions of major importance such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What happened on Mars and what can we learn from it?
Is Mars terraforming possible in case we need to leave Earth?
How can we protect ourselves against impacts of major celestial
bodies that can threaten our existence?
And many others related to the origin of life and the universe.

These can only be evaluated and researched by publicly funded,
international projects due to the high investment costs with no associated
direct financial returns.
One way of distinguishing between different funding sources may
24
be to look at both the financial as well as the social dimension. We can
then conclude that there are 4 quadrants, as depicted in Figure 5.
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High Social Return, Low Private
Return
Government intervenes to create
societal benefits unilaterally or in
cooperation with the private sector.
Example: Security
Funding: Public

High Social Return, High
Private Return
Private sector develops and
commercializes technologies
and creates new applications
and markets.
Example: Navigation (GNSS)
Funding: PPP

Low Social Return, Low Private
Return
Typically very long -term projects
that provide little or low societal
benefit for the short a nd medium
terms.
Example: SETI (after 1993 U.S.
Congress budget cut)
Funding: “Maecenas” (Private or
public, e.g. DARPA)

Low Social Return, High
Private Return
Projects that have a low social
return potential, but can still
create private return.
Example: Direct Broadcasting
Funding: Private

Low
Low

Private Hurdle
Rate Point

High

Private Return Axis
Figure 5
24
Distinction between public and commercial markets.

It is evident that it is not as simple to calculate a social hurdle rate as
a financial one, which is often based upon the Internal Rate of Return.
Nevertheless, Figure 5 shows clearly that a number of projects with high
level of social return but very low financial return still have a raison d’être
and can probably only be financed via public funding due to the
aforementioned lack of direct economic return.
The New Space sector has many fields to expand, and with more
financial robustness there will be more willingness to enter into areas
where an economic return is possibly not to be gained in the short term.
However, the limits shall also be considered and part of space exploration,
due to its nature, will remain a public endeavor.
Most important in this
context is that both parties recognize and respect these mutual boundary
conditions.

Conclusion
The space sector originated from a political environment and therefore has
less commercial legacy than many other sectors. As in the case of many
nonprofit endeavors there has been a strong technological domination with
equally strong emphasis on the product side of the marketing mix.
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Although most space companies have separated themselves from direct
public governance, such technological behavior is still strongly present in
the company culture. A ‘Merchant’ type of attitude will be required to
fully develop the potential of the new Space Economy.
In order to do so, the space sector will need to recruit new manpower
with undoubtedly a technical oriented background or passion, but also with
a more business oriented attitude. It is worthwhile to mention here that,
based upon surveys; the European space sector still faces challenges in
finding the right skill set when it comes to manpower. Indeed, the
aforementioned survey [11] showed that:
1.

Nearly 50 % of the space companies in Europe still have unfilled
positions and difficulties in finding the right applicants.
2. Communication skills are the soft skill quoted most frequently
for failing recruitment interviews.
3. Besides engineering skills, there is an increasing demand for
combination of engineering/science backgrounds with business
degrees.
With the prerequisites of company culture adaptation and a new
workforce fulfilled, the opening of new space markets will require a more
commercial approach. There are still many new space based markets to be
developed, mainly in the value chain of applications. Moreover, the
present shifts in economic power will also require rethinking strategies
which are presently very focused on trading with traditional space powers.
Beyond the BRIC countries it will be useful to start considering also the N11 countries as potential customers, the next generation of emerging space
nations.
However, space is still the ‘Final Frontier’ for humanity, and
therefore it also needs further development of knowledge and scientific
discoveries. As these elements are not compatible with economic return in
the short, even mid-term future, hence there will still be for many decades
the need to continue government-funded projects. If the principle is
maintained that each sector that is commercially viable is gradually taken
over by industry, both worlds will be able to co-exist in full harmony.

•••
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